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QUESTION: 116
A solution designer needs to export to Microsoft SharePoint with a FastDoc application.
Which column type is not supported?

A. Date columns
B. Choice column.
C. Currency columns
D. Single line of text columns with maximum number of characters

Answer: B

QUESTION: 117
The list of available report types displayed in RV2 comes from the file
C:\Datacap\RV2\reports.xml. As a solution designer using a Microsoft SQL Server
database, what dbtype attribute should be set?

A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3

Answer: B

QUESTION: 118
A medical processing company uses OCR to automatically extract information from
medical claim forms. Accurately recognizing this information is critical to ensure
customers are billed correctly. To continually improve recognition results the company
needs the ability to generate a report of all recognition characters changed by an index
verification operation. Where can the report data be stored and read by the RV2 reporting
tool?

A. Report data can be stored and read from a XML file.
B. Report data can be stored and read from a comma delimited text file.
C. Report data can be stored and read from a database located in any accessible location.
D. Report data can be stored and read from a database which has to be located in an
application directory.

Answer: C
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QUESTION: 119
A solution designer is planning to migrate the databases, along with copying the
application, using the Database Copy utility to a different station. When using the copy
utility, which of the following is NOT a correct option?

A. Copy All - Copy all of the tables in the Taskmaster application database.
B. Keep Roles - Copy the workflows, jobs, tasks that are in the application database.
Copy the users, groups, stations, shortcuts, and user permissions.
C. Keep Actors and Roles - Copy the workflows, jobs, tasks that are in the application
database. Do not copy the users, groups, stations, shortcuts, and user permissions.
D. Keep Actors - Copy the workflows, jobs, tasks that are in the application database.
Copy the user permissions in the application database if they are compatible on both
systems. Do not copy the users, groups, stations, and shortcuts.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 120
A customer is using the IBM Datacap Taskmaster Capture Studio Test tab. Which
activity will assist in identifying an action suspected of being misconfigured that is used
in multiple functions and returns True when executed?

A. Toggling the A! breakpoint option.
B. Toggling the Set Breakpoint option on the suspected action.
C. Toggling the Set Full Breakpoint option on the suspected action.
D. Toggling the Target Object option on the DCO object the suspected action is
executing against.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 121
An IBM Datacap Taskmaster Capture administrator is troubleshooting an issue with the
batch profiler task which runs in the Rulerunner service. After the Rulerunner service
processes the task, the batch folder does not contain a "batch profiler_rrs.log" file. How
can rrs logging be enabled for this task?

A. In tmweb.net's Administrator tab > Workflow > Job > Task (Batch Profiler) > Setup
dialog, set Rulerunner service log to 3 or higher.
B. In Task Master Server Manager > logging tab > Rulerunner log tab, move the sliders
to the right and check the Batch log check box.
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C. In Rulerunner Manager (connect on login tab) > logging tab > RRS log tab, move the
sliders to the right and check the Batch log check box.
D. In Rulerunner Manager (connect on login tab) > Workflow:Job:Task tab > expand the
appropriate thread and select the task; then in the
properties grid for the task, set the RRS logging property value to true.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 122
Which of the following is TRUE when comparing OCR (Optical Character Recognition)
and ICR (Intelligent Character Recognition) for a typical IBM Datacap Taskmaster
Capture application?

A. OCR is more expensive.
B. OCR is a lot faster than ICR.
C. OCR is generally chosen for handprint recognition.
D. ICR is typically done at a field level, OCR is at page level.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 123
A solution designer has moved an application from a development environment into
production. In a client / server environment, when the IBM Datacap Taskmaster Capture
component is started on a client computer for the first time, the component cannot
communicate with the Taskmaster server and authentication errors occur. An "impedes
communication" error between the client computer and the Taskmaster Server has
displayed. TMA setting is configured correctly. The dc_KTF.xml file has already been
created. What else is needed to ensure credentials can be authenticated?

A. Ensure group and user were added to LDAP security group.
B. Ensure group and user were added to LLLDAP security group.
C. Copy dc_KTF.xml from IBM Datacap Taskmaster server to the client computer and
run "dcskey.exe i" command.
D. Copy dcskey.exe from IBM Datacap Taskmaster server to the client computer and run
"dcskey.exe z" command.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 124
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A customer is in the process of designing an IBM Datacap Taskmaster Capture
application. The customer is trying to determine the best application and method of
ingesting paper documents, with information on both sides, at a scan station in their local
network. What are the two best methods of ingestion for the customer's custom
Taskmaster application?

A. Use Taskmaster Web Client, using a ISIS scanner with the duplex option enabled to
scan and then upload the documents.
B. Use Taskmaster DotEdit, using a Kofax scanner driver with the duplex option enabled
to scan and then upload the documents.
C. Use Taskmaster DotScan using ISIS or TWAIN scanner for the scan users to scan in
new batches with the duplex option enabled.
D. Using a third party application with a scanner, the users scan then upload the images
to a network folder which is ingested by a RuleRunner Server using the Vlmport
application.
E. Use FastDoc in Taskmaster mode using ISIS or TWAIN scanner for the scan users to
scan in new batches with the duplex option enabled, then sending the batch to a
Taskmaster server for processing.

Answer: C, E
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